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Evidence from Puerto Ricans
Yang Li and Wallace E. Huffman
Abstract
This stu<fyfocuses onre-migration, where individuals return totheirplace ofbirth after living ina new
locationfor severalyears. Puerto Rican male householders, bom in Puerto Rico but residing on the U.S.
mainland andre-migrating toPuerto Rico, isthe sampleforfitting a hazard rate model ofre-migration. We
finda strong quadratic effect ofan individual's age on his hazard rate. Also, males havingEnglishproficiency,
less schooling, andworking disability areless likely to re-migrate. Ahigherpredictedjobgrowth ratefor
Puerto Rico (U.S. mainland) andunemployment ratefor the mainland (Puerto Rico) havepositive (negative)
effects onthehazard rate. The hazard rateisnegatively related tothe PuertoRican realminimum wage.
1. Introduction
Geographical human migration, including international, interregional, and interstate moves,
isa very important form ofhuman capital investment, and it has been receiving major popular
and professional attention. We observe relatively high geographical migration rates near thetime
individuals complete their, formal schooling. Also, significant migration follows episodes of
unemployment and plans to retire from theworkforce. Frequently individuals return to thearea
where they were bom, especially in retirement.
TheUnitedNations (1989, p.61) estimated that there are approximate 60 million people, or
1.2 percent of theworld's population, nowliving in a country other thanwhere theywerebomor
in host (or foreign) countries. Overhalfof all immigrants go to theUnited States, Canada, or
Australia. TheU.S. has experienced a rapid increase in the sizeof immigrant flows and major
changes in the national-origin composition of the immigrant population over time. These
changes are partly due tochanges in the U.S. immigration policy. ^ Other factors are changes in
'YangLi is anAssociate Professor in theDepartment ofIntemational Business Studies,.National Chi-Nan
University, Taiwan, R,O.C. Wallace E. Huffman is a Professor in theDepartment ofEconomics, IowaState
University.
^Before 1965, theU.S. immigration policy was based onthenational-origins quota system which^vored
political and economic conditions in other countries, for instance, Cuba and Mexico. Immigrant
flows approximated 4.09 millions for 1931-1960, but it increased to 4.49 millions in the 1970s
and 7.34 millions in the 1980s.
Most studies of international migration have focused ontheimpacts of immigrant flows in
the host country and how immigrants have adapted to the host country. Boijas (1994) provided
an excellent survey ofthe empirical results inthis area. However, inanuncertain world, re- ,
migration ispart ofan optimal migration strategy. For example, suffering a layofforliving in an
unsteady political situation in ahost country can trigger re-migration (Li 1996). Re-migration is
a relatively new research topic, and a few studies have attempted to test theRoy model: Ramos
(1992) studied Puerto Ricans moving between Puerto Rico and the U.S. mainland; Boijas and
Bratsberg (1996) focused on how return migration affected the average earnings ofthe remaining
immigrants inthe U.S.; and Bratsberg (1993) examined return migration rates ofU.S. foreign
students. Noneof these studies, however, provides anempirical analysis of howsocial and
economic factors influence re-migration behaviors.
This is a study ofre-migration, where individuals return totheir place ofbirth after living in
a newlocation for several years. The objective is to provide econometric estimates of the
contribution ofpersonal and local-area and birth-area attributes tothehazard rate for re-migration
ofPuerto Rican bommalehouseholders during the 1980s, i.e. males living on theU.S.mainland
and returning to Puerto Rico. Thehazard rate model is a particular representation of the
probability of an individual re-migrating during a particular time interval. Byusing thedata on
PuertoRicans we are able to tap a relatively largeand rich data set. We find that males have a
lowanddecreasing hazard rate for re-migration as they age up to age28,but afterage28,the
hazard rate is increasing with eachbirthday andit becomes very largeby age 64. Additional
findings includemaleshaving more schooling, less English proficiency, and nowork disability
aremore likelyto re-migrate. BetterPuerto Rican labormarket conditions increase an
individual's hazard rate for re-migration, but bettermainland labormarket conditions reduceit.
Also, a higherPuertoRicanreal minimum wage reduces an individual's hazard rate for re-
migration.
Europeans. Alter the national-origins quota^emwaseliminated in 1965, U.S. legal immigrantflowsshiftedin
favor ofAsia. Furthermore, the 1986Immigration Reform andControl Act (IRCA) gave amnestyto 2.7 million
illegal aliens, and the 1990 ImmigrationAct permittedan additional 150,000 legal immigrants annually.
Theoutline of this study is as follows: Section 2 describes the pattern of migration for
Puerto Ricans on the U.S. mainland. We are interested in the conditional probability ofre-
migrating, given thatan immigrant has already lived inthe host country for several years. A
relum migration econometric model is presented in section 3. Section 4describes the microdata
us;d inthis study and empirical definitions ofvariables. The empirical results for thefitted
hazard rate model of re-migration are presented insection 5. The conclusions are inthe final
section.
11. Puerto Ricans and Migration
Although PuertoRico is a territory of theUnited States, migration between the island of
Puerto Rico and the U.S. mainland resembles international migration in the sense ofthe areas
having differentcultures and languages andsignificant costsof moving. It is different from
internationalmigration in that individuals bom inPuertoRico carry a U.S. passport. Puerto
Ricans can legallymovebetween PuertoRico andtheU.S. mainland, somigration flows can, in
effect, be attributed entirely to differences in social and economic factors.
For the pastfourdecades, migration hasbeen a critical ingredient inPuerto Rican economic
development, and it has had some impactson the mainland. Santiago(1992) suggests that
migration to theU.S.mainland provides a "safetyvalve" to island population pressures including
periods of surplus agricultural labor. Castillo-Freeman andFreeman (1992) emphasizethat
migration has beena key factor in the long-run growth of real earnings inPuertoRico because it
increased the average quality ofworkers and reduced the labor supply in Puerto Rico. The
annual average outflow was 45,800 in the 1950s,27,300 in the 1960s, and 24,300 in the 1970s;
moreover, one-third ofnative bom Puerto Ricans, aged 20-64, resided on the U.S. mainland in
1980 (Ramos 1992).
There are several reasons why large immigrant flows to the U.S. mainland occur. First, the
Puerto Rican birth rate is relatively high. In 1980, the total population ofthe island was 3.1
million and 2 million Puerto Rican persons resided on the U.S. mainland. The average
population density was over 900 people per square mile on the island which poses severe
socioeconomic pressure on the island's resources. Thus, overcrowding and congestion in Puerto
Rico is one push factor behind migration to the U.S. mainlandwhere the average population
density was 64 in 1980.
Second, thePuerto Rican government has assisted moves to themainland to ease over
population. The Migration Division ofthe Commonwealth Labor Department has established
nine offices in eastern and mid-western American cities. Theyprovide services such as
negotiating contract which guarantee afixed minimumwage, decent working conditions, and
round-trip airfare to the mainland (Hauberg 1974, p. 103). Third, there is no legal restriction on
island tomainland migration because ofAmerican citizenship. This is in contrast tothe more
stringent immigration quotas and qualifications on immigrants ofother neighboring countries,
like Mexico and those in Latin America.
Fourth, the minimum wage policy has been unsteady. Castillo-Freeman and Freeman (1992)
found that imposing the U.S.-level minimum wage on Puerto Rico altered the earning distribution
by creating marked spikes in the distribution ofearning in the area ofthe minimum wage, and
that most migrants from Puerto Rico tothe mainland have been disemployed. Their regression
results, based ontime series data for the period 1951-1987, show: (1) the minimum wage has had
a significantly negative effect on the employment-population rate; and (2) the unemployment
effects of theminimum wage arepositive, butnot significant, because some workers may leave
the island after displacement caused by the minimumwage.
The final strong pull factor isthe familial tie. The family inPuerto Rico often sends thefirst
member to discover opportunities. He/she lives withfriends, leams the conditions of the country,
and saves some money. Later other family members follow. These networks undoubtedly help
explain the highpopulation of Puerto Ricans living intheNewYork City area.
Return migration is also an important phenomenon inPuerto Rico. Re-migration generally
takes place during periods ofhigh unemployment ontheU.S. mainland, for instance, inthe late
1980s, and general economic recession, for example, in the mid-1970s.
Puerto Rican population figures both inPuerto Rico and onthemainland in 1980 and 1990
are shownin Table 1. Therewere2.7 (2)million Puerto Ricans residing on the mainland in 1990
(1980), 41.6 (46.2) percent were bom inPuerto Rico and 55 (50.4) percent bomonthemainland.
Thetotalpopulation inPuerto Rico in 1990 (1980) was 3.5 (3.1) million persons, ofwhom 3.2
(2.9) millionwere bom in Puerto Rico. Moreover, 398 (396)thousandpersons,who are 5 years
old and over, have ever resided on the U.S. mainland for 6 or more consecutivemonths during
the 1980s(1970s), of whom293 (283) thousand werenatives of PuertoRico. In otherwords.
about 11.3 (12.4) percent ofthe population, orabout 9.1 (9.8) percent ofnatives ofPuerto Rico in
1990 (1980) have lived on the U.S. mainland for 6or more consecutive months during 1980s
(1970s).









Puerto Ricans living in the U.S. in
1980"
2,014,000 930,600 1,014,500 68,900
Percentage" 100.0 46.2 50.4 3.4
Population ofPuertoRico in 1980" 3,196,520 2,881,641 199,524 70,768
Percentage" 100.0 93.3 5.7 1.0
Persons 5 years old and over residing in
the U.S. mainland more than 6
consecutive months during the 1970s
395,708 283,223 112,485
% oftotal population ofPuerto
Rico in 1980
12.4 9.8 3.4
Puerto Ricans living in the U.S. in
1990^ 2,727,754
1,134,746 1,500,265 92,743
Percentage^ 100.0 41.6 55.0 3.4
Population ofPuerto Rico in 1990 3,522.037 3,200,940 229,304 91,793
Percentage 100.0 90.9 6.5 2.6
Persons 5 years old and over residing in
the U.S. mainland more than 6
consecutive months during the 1980s
398,143 292,516 105,627
% oftotal population ofPuerto
Rico in 1990
11.3 9.1 3.0
Source: Census ofPopulation and Housing, 1980and 1990.
"Adopted fix)m Table 2.1 ofRamos (1992).
^Estimated from l-perecnt sample ofPUMS for the U.S.
What is the pattern of re-migratiori forPuerto Ricans bominPuerto Rico? Table 2 show
statistics for Puerto Ricans, who were 5 yearsold and over, bom in Puerto Rico, and re-migrated
to Puerto Rico from theU.S. mainland during 1970s and 1980s. The re-migration flows were
relatively stable during the 1970s with a range between 21,802 and 29,928 persons per year.
Nevertheless, the re-migration flows grew in the late 1980s to more than 35,000 per year. Part of
the reason for the increased re-migration flows to Puerto Rico after 1986 might bethe large (legal
and illegal) Mexican and Central American immigration flows including the impact ofthe
Immigration Reform andControl Act of 1986 (IRCA).
Table 2. Puerto Rico-bom, 5 Years Oldand Over, Re-Migrated to PuertoRico from the U.S.
Mainlandduring the 1970s and 1980s
Year Number ofyears Male Female Total
1970 ~1972 3 34,404 31,000 65,404
1973 ~1974 2 24,496 22,565 47,061
1975 1 14,652 13,747 28,079
1976 - 1977 2 27,460 26,619 54,079
1978 1 15,176 14,752 29,928
1979-1980'' 2 28,318 24,675 52,993
1980-1982" 3 26,831 25,535 52,366
1983 1 9,598 9,348 18,946
1984 1 11,796 10,835 22,631
1985 1 15,718 14,738 30,456
1986 1 14,258 13,043
•>
27,301
1987 1 17,864 17,773 35,637
1988 1 18,989 17,969 36,958
1989 1 27,858 24,813 52,671
Source: Census ofPopulation and Housing, 1980 and 1990.
°Note that 1980 appears twice in this table.
III. The Econometric Model
A. Hazard Rate Models
Let T be the duration ofacompleted spelP ofimmigration with c.d.f.F(0 andp.d.f. /(O-
Then, the hazard function for re-migration, or the limiting probability that aspell will be
completed ina short time period A, isdefined by
Pr(/<r<^+/»|r>o_ m ,/(0
(1) h \-F(t) S(t)
where JL(/), called the instantaneous re-migration probability or the hazard rate at time i, can be
interpreted as the rate at which aspell will be completed at duration /, given that it lasts until
time and 5(0 = Pr(7 > 0 is the survival function.
The hazard function provides aconvenient definition ofduration dependence. Positive
(negative) duration dependence, i/A(OM probability that aspell will end
shortly increases (decreases) when the spell increases in length. For example, decreasing hazard
functions are commonly found in data on unemployment duration, but in some models of
employment duration, the shape ofthe hazard function rises to apeak before starting to decline
(Lancaster 1990).
We are mainly interested in the effect ofaset ofexplanatory variables (?Q on the hazard
rate and the duration. Hence, the haz^d rate could be rewrittenas:
(2) ^ \-G(t\X,P) S{t,X,P)
where fi is an unknown coefficient vector. The corresponding survival function is
r ft ^(3) S(t ,X ,p) =PKT >t IX ,p) =exF(^-J^.l(z ,X ,>9)ab:J ,
andthe conditional density function of the duration is given by
(4) g{t \X,p)^ X. P)S{t,X,P).
Unlike the ordinary least squares method, the coefficients ofexplanatory variables in the
hazard function donothave clear interpretation asa partial derivative of thehazard or the
^Aspell iscomplete ifthe time when the spell began and ended can be observed from the data. When the begmnmg
tinig isnot observable, it iscalled left-censored. Similarly, when the ending time isnot observable, it iscalled right-
censored.
duration. The interpretation depends on the specification. Two special cases, the proportional
hazard rate and the accelerated life-time models, are easy to interpret. In the proportional-hazard
model specification, the effect ofexplanatory variables (X) enters as amuUiplicative efifect on the
hazard function. The accelerated lifetime model, which is the class oflog-linear model for T
(Kalbfleisch and Prentice 1980, ch. 2), is characterized by the multiplicative effect ofexplanatory
variables on time rather on the hazard function.
The Weibull regression model is both the proportional hazard rate and the accelerated life






where (l/o-)>0 is the shape parameter. The partial derivative of w.r.t. / is
1 / 1 "X —2 -
(7) X(t,X,P) =- --1 r expC-^;^)'^
0*^0" J
This resultmeansthat the hazard rate is constant, increasing, or decreasing over time as cr= 1,
o"< 1, or o" > 1, respectively.
Thepartial effect of X on In A(/, X, p) is
d\nX{t,X,P) (P\
® a? " UJ
Hence, p is the (negative) constant proportional effect ofX on the hazard rate, but re-scaled by
the parameter cr. Iii other words, the marginal effect ofcovariates on the hazard rate is smaller
(bigger) when the hazard rate isdecreasing (increasing) over time. The corresponding linear
model interpretation is
(9) In t = Xp + as




The p.df for s is g(5) = exp{£ - exp(5)},-Q0 < f < co (Kalbfleiwh and Prentice 1980).
Therefore, p is also the constant proportional effect ofthe covariates on the length of time for
completing a spell.
The parameters p and c ofequations (5) and (6) can be estimated by maximum likelihood
(ML) methods. Let =i ifthe spell is completed and =o otherwise. Then, the log-
likelihood fiinction for a sample ofn independent spells {/^i with corresponding covariates
is given by
(11) hi ) = 2 In + S (1 - ^.)In ).
1=1 1=1
That is, completed spells contribute to the density term and censored spells
contribute tothe probability S{t^X, c). Given that the density fiinction is the product ofthe
hazard function and the survivor function, the log-likelihood function can be rewntten as:
(12) In i(y?,a ) = Z + In )]
j=i
Nevertheless, if some spells are lefl-censored, the exponential distribution leads easily tothe
likelihood function. Other distributions, including theWeibull areproblematic. Thereason is
that the distribution of duration before and after thebeginning of the study period are different,
except for the exponential distribution (Heckman and Singer 1985). When the distribution of
completed spells isexponential, we can ignore the duration distribution before the beginmng of
)
the study period because ofthe "memoryless" property. However, ifwe solve the left-censored
problem by assuming that the distribution of T is exponential, Heckman and Singer (1985) have
shown that the correspondingMLestimator oftheparameters is biased and inconsistent when
this assumption is false. Because there isno standard approach to deal with left-censored
problem, we will apply Heckman's procedure to predict the string year ofthe left-censored
spells to overcome the left-censored problem.
B. Heterogeneity and Mixture Models
In theparametric methods discussed so far, we have assumed that thehazard fiinction and
the survival function are homogeneous across individuals, or thatexplanatory variables included
in the model cancompletely control for heterogeneity Economic data, however, are seldom
homogeneous. They generally consist of measured, and possibly uimieasured, differences
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between economic agents. When we include explanatory variables in an econometric model, it is
not only to help identify the effect ofaparticular variable, but also to control for heterogeneity.
Heckman and Singer (1985) have shown that ifheterogeneity is present and we do not control for
it, the parameter estimates ofthe hazard function will be biased toward negative duration
dependence (Heckman and Singer 1985). Lancaster (1985), also, found that the effect of
heterogeneity in the WeibuII model causes theML estimator a to be biased upward, i.e. to bias
A
downward the estimated hazard function duration dependence, and theML estimator isbiased
toward zero.
There are several arguments which lead us toconsider models with heterogeneity, called
mixture models (Lancaster 1990, ch. 4). First, we may record the duration, the realization ofa
random variable T, with error. Second, there may exist a measurement error incovariates X.
Third, if thecovariates X fail to account fiilly for the true differences among individuals,
omittedregressors will causeheterogeneity.
Lancaster (1979) suggested the following mixture model. Let V, distributed as gamma with
unit mean^, represent the effect ofheterogeneity, which is independently distributed with X and
T, multiplying the hazard function. For the WeibuII distribution ofduration, the mixture
survivor function is given by:




where 6 is the variance of V. The mixture hazard function is derived by differentiating




(t,X,p,0-, 0) = (uX,p, a, e)\' [exp(-jr^)
=f-y''^ '''[exp(-A';0)]^ =x{t,x,p,a)
^^0 \G- J
whichis the hazardfunction withoutheterogeneity. Hence, 0 cancapturethe sensitivity of the
^ 5heunit mean isnot necessary. Ifwe do not have the unit mean instead ofthe finite mean, we can always
assimilate the deviation from the unit mean into the rest of the hazard flmction G^caster 1990, ch. 4).
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hazard function to unmeasured heterogeneity; and the effect ofheterogeneity is larger when 6 is
fiirther away from zero. Given the mixture hazard function and the survival function, the
A A
likelihood function can beconstructed to find the ML estimators ^, and ^. Note that the
value of <7 cannot simply indicate thetime dependence ofthehazard rate.
C. Time Dependent Covariates
In the hazard rate models we have discussed so far, the covariates X are constant over a
spell. This istrue, for example, with gender and race, but it is not an appropriate assumption for
anindividual's age and labor market conditions. Actually, most economic covariates vary over
time. Nevertheless, if time dependent covariates are included intheeconometric model, a new
set of issues arise. Consider a hazard function conditionalon the time dependent covariates
X{t), X(t,X{t)jp). The corresponding survivor function isgiven by
(16) S(UX{t),P) =exp(-J^;i(z,A'(z),^)£i:)
which does nothave a closed-form expression, except for the special constant-value time-path of
the covariates, and requires numerical integration to evaluate it. The latter isa difficult task.
One oftwoexpedients isoften adopted toovercome this difficulty. Consider replacing
covariates X{t) by X(0 = orthe average of X{t) within a spell. Alternatively,
consider replacingX(t) by itX(0) orthevalue ofXatthebeginning of a spell. The likelihood
function for these two cases is the same as derived before, except X(t) or .A"(0) replaces X{t).
However, the first treatment X{i) canhavethe undesirable effectof building in spurious
relationships between duration length and regressors; for example, X{z) = c-\-dz implies
X{t)-c-\-dt ywhich causes a linear dependence between X(t) and t (Heckman and Singer
1985). The second treatmentX(O) ignores the time heterogeneity in the environment (Heckman
and Singer 1985).
Wewill approximate the hazard function by step-functions (Petersenl986), i.e., the time
dependent covariates are assumed to be constant within eachperiod, but maychangefromone
periodto the next. Figure 1 plots the relationship between timedependent covariates and the step
functions. The solid line plots the true valueof an explanatory variable. The horizontal dash lines
12





The relationship between Hme-dependentcovariates andStepJunction
IV. Data Description and Empirical Specification
A. Data Description
The Public Use Microdata Samples (PUMS), issued by the Bureau ofthe Census, providesa
wide variety of informationat the household and the individual level. The sample is stored in a
hierarchical file structure in which household and individual information make up each
householdunit record. Most importantly, the U.S. sample contains information for the yearwhen
an individual cameto the U.S. mainland; and the PuertoRico samplecontains informationabout
the individual's residence on the U.S. mainland (for more than 6 consecutive months during
1980s). If a Puerto Rican lived on the U.S. mainlandfor more than 6 consecutive months, then it
gives his length oftime on the mainland and which activity he performed. With the duration and
activity information on an individual residing on the U.S. mainland and the information about
personal characteristics, we have the data needed to be able to fit the empirical hazard rate
models.
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The data we utilize in the empirical re-migration analysis are drawn from the 1990 5-percent
samples of the PUMS forPuerto Rico and theUnited States. We restrict our sample to Puerto
Ricanmale householders, 18 to 64 years of age in 1990, bom inPuertoRico, residing on theU.S.
mainland or residing inPuertoRico, butwhohadre-migrated from theU.S.mainland during the
1980s. We further excluded those individuals who were in the armed forces, self-employed, and
enrolled in school. Each recordincludes personal characteristics (age, education, etc.), local
market conditions, how long the individual has livedon the U.S. mainland, and when he re-
migrated to Puerto Rico.
The samplefor this studyconsists of 12,108 observations on mainland working spells of
Puerto Rican bom males, 2,544 from the Puerto Rico sample and 9,564 from the U.S. sample. If
we knew the starting time for a migration spell for each individual, we would have 2,544
completed spellsand 9,564 right-censored spells. Then, the likelihood fimction introduced in the
previous section could be used to locate theMLestimates of the parameters. Unfortunately, for
some individuals, data are missing on the date when a spell began. Our sample contains 1,896
lefr-censored observations. From the Puerto Rico sample, there are 1,682 completed spells and
862 left-censored spells. From the U.S. sample, there are 8,530 right-censored spells and 1,034
both left- and right-censored spells. However, we are only interested in the working spells of
individuals, so we exclude any period in school. Weassume further that the individual can
perform a ftill-time job only if he is older than age 18 and has completed his education. More
precisely, the duration ofthe spell is defined empirically to be
min '^', (ENDAGE-6-ED), (EDNAGE-IS)}
where is the duration recorded in the sample, ED is the years offormal schooling completed,
and ENDAGE is the age in 1990 for the U.S. sample and the age when the last migration spell
was complete for the Puerto Rico sample. After adjustments, we still have 1,183 left-censored
spells; the sample consists of 1,736 completed spells and 808 left-censored spells (both from the
Puerto Rico sample), and 9,189 right-censored spells and 375 both left- and right-censored spells
(both from the U.S. sample).
Recall that the Weibull distribution for the spells is adversely affectedby left-censored
spells. There is some advantageofstaying with theWeibull rather than shifting to the
exponential distribution because the exponential distribution is a special case ofWeibull. We,
however, mustfix the left-censored spells. We follow Heckman's procedure of predicting the
14
individuars age at which these spells started andthen computing the spell length using these
predicted ages. Predicting the starting age rather thanthe length of the left-censored spells is less
likely to distort the distributionof the spell lengthsor to causebiased parameters in the hazard
rate model. See Appendix A for more details.
B. Empirical Speciflcation
The endogenous variable is the length oftime a Puerto Rican bom male spent working on
the U.S. mainland or duration of the working spell. The wage structure on the mainland and
Puerto Rico are expected to be important factors affecting an immigrant's re-migration decision.
Because wage rates seem unlikely to be exogenous to migration and re-migration decisions,
consider the predicted wage from an equation fitted to cross-sectional data as an instrument for
the actual wage. This approach, however, provides only a snapshot ofthe wage structure at one
point in time. The coefficients in hedonic wage equations may reasonably be constant, when
adjusted for inflation, over modest length time periods but seem unlikely to be constant over forty
years which is the length oftime spent on the mainland by the Puerto Rican migrant with the
longest duration in the sample. An alternative approach is to substitute the regressors ofthe wage
equation directly into the re-migration equation replacing the predicted wage. By applying this
methodology, we can solve several problems. There is, however, no free lunch and the price we
pay is that we cannot obtain direct estimates ofthe impact ofthe U.S. and Puerto Rican wage
rates on the hazard rate for re-migration.
Prime candidates for wage equation regressors are an individual's own human capital and
local- and birthplace labor market conditions. Anindividual's years of schoolingcompleted
represents general human capital that is valuable in the labor market on the U.S. mainland and
Puerto Rico and is a key wage determinant. An individual's education also affects information
processing skills that can reduce transactions costs associated with the decision to relocate
(Huffman 1985). An individual's age captures individual and family life-cycle effects on
consumption andwork. Given that human life is finite, an individual's age is an indicator of
length of remaining life over which returns from re-migration couldbe obtained. An individual's
age is also strongly correlated withpotential labormarket experience. The later generally has a
quadratic marginal effecton the wageor earnings of an individual. For these reasons, it seems
important to permit nonlinear effects of an individual's age onhisre-migration decision.
15
An individual's English proficiency and disability status are twoqualitative human capital
variables that seemlikelyto affect the re-migration decision. English proficiency is a valuable
skill for working on the U.S.mainland butof limited value forworking inPuertoRico. Greater
English proficiency is expected to reduce thetendency to re-migrate. When an individual with a
disability earns less in the market thanable-bodied individuals, being disabled reduces the sizeof
the mainland - Puerto Rico wage differential. This seems likely toweigh against mobility'
Labor market conditions on the mainland and in Puerto Rico will affect both hours ofwork
andwage rates, givenemployment. In addition, these labormarket outcomes seemlikelyto be
affectedby the Puerto Ricanminimum wage policy. Wefocus on the employmentgrowth rate
andthe unemployment rate. Previous studies (Tokle andHuffman 1991, andTopel 1986) suggest
that economic agents respond to expected values of local labormarket variables ratherthan the
actual values. The predictedemployment growthrate (unemployment rate) measures the
anticipated equilibrium employment growth rate (unemployment rate).
Wemodel the annual employment growthrate and the annual unemployment rate for both
the U.S. mainland and Puerto Rico as stationary autoregressive (AR) processes. In other words,
the stochasticprocess with constantmean ^, saythe U.S. annualunemployment rate, is
assumed to be generated by
(17) (yt iy,-i -m)+A(y,-2 -m)+—+^p(y,-p - -«)+w,
where u, is white noise with zero mean and finite variance , and the roots of
1- - ^2^^ =0 are outside the unit circle. Then, the predicted values are
constructed by the one-step-ahead predicted values. The parameters in equation (17) are
estimated by the maximum likelihood method, using annual data for 1945-93 in the U.S.
mainland and for 1950-93 inPuerto Rico.^ Furthermore, the order ofthese AR processes is
chosen by minimizing the Akaike information criterion (AIC).
Table 3 shows the summary ofAR models for these four series. The job growth rate for the
U.S. mainland and the unemployment rate for Puerto Rico are represented by an AR process of
order 2, while the other two series are best representedby an AR process oforder 1. Note that
we implicitly assume that the processes of the annual employment growth rates and the annual
^We do not include family status inthe model because it isnot clearly exogenous tothe decision tomigrate
(Sandefur and T\ima 1987).
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unemployment rates in both the U.S. mainland and Puerto Rico are weakly stationary and time
invariant.
Table 3. Summary ofARmodelsfor the annualEmployment Growth Rates and theAnnual
Mean Order A A
Job growth rate
For the U.S. mainland" 1.6975
2 0.2280 -0.2604
Unemployment rates
For the U.S. mainland"
5.5837 1 0.9783 ~
Job growth rates
For Puerto Rico^ 1.6238 1
0.1081 —
Unemployment rates
For Puerto Rico^ 15.2128 2
1.2726 -0.2792
° Contain the annual data for 1945-1993.
Contain the annual data for 1950-1993.
Castillo-Freeman andFreeman (1992) have showed that imposing theU.S.minimum wage
onPuerto Rico created marked spikes inthedistribution ofearnings in thearea of theminimum
wage, and most migrants from Puerto Rico tothe mainland came when they were locally
unemployed. Furthermore, theminimum wage policy is one of the reasons for higher
unemployment rates inPuerto Rico (Ramos 1992, and Castillo-Freeman and Freeman 1992), and
Reynolds and Gregory (1965) and Castillo-Freeman and Freeman (1992) found thattheminimum
wage resulted in substantial employment loss. Therefore, wealso addan interaction term
between the Puerto Rican predictedunemployment rate and the real minimumwage.
Thus, the empirical specification of the Xf(typ part ofthehazard function A(-) is:
(18) X,(t,yp=^p,^p,AFE,{t,)-^p^AGESQXt,)-^p,ED, +P,ENG, +p,DISAB,
+ p^PJRUS,{t,) + P^PURUS, (t,) + P^PJRPR, (ti) + P,PURPR, (t,)
+ p^^PRMIN,{t,)+ p^^PRMimJR,{t,)
whereED, ENQ andDISAB are constantover the migration spells. The definitionsof variables
in equation (18) are presented in Table 4.
^The data in Puerto Rico are not available for 1945-1949.
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Duration ofmainland working spell
(years).







AGESQ Square ofAGE divided by 100. 19.95 16.41
19.20
ED Highest gradeof school completed. 10.43 9.44
10.23
ENG 1 if respondent reportedspeaking
English well or very well;
0 otherwise.
0.82 0.49 0.75
DISAB 1 if individual reported a health
condition that limited the kind of




PJRUS Predicted job growth rates for the
U.S. mainland.
1.64 1.59 1.63
PURUS Predicted unemployment rates for
the U.S. mainland.
5.31 7.08 5.68
PJRPR Predicted job growth rates for
Puerto Rico.
1.53 1.78 1.59
PURPR Predicted unemployment rates for
Puerto Rico.
14.49 18.53 15.30
PRMIN Real minimum wages on Puerto
Rico in 1990 dollars
3.80 4.11 3.86
PRMINUR Interaction ofPURPR and PRMIN 55.07 75.77
59.36
Abriefdiscussion of the expected signs of thefi^s in equation (18)follows. While an
individual's age has several different types of efifects on the hazard rate of re-migration or
expected length of the mainland working spell, weexpect thenet effect to give < 0 and 0.
Castillo-Freeman andFreeman (1992) have shown that forPuertoRico-bommen, the
economicreturn in 1970 and 1980to schooling from workingin Puerto Rico is higher than
working on the U.S. mainland in 1970and 1980; moreover, the gap was increasing from 1970to
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1980. On the other hand, individuals having more education are likely tomigrate because of
greater efficiency in acquiring and processing information. Both wage and non-wage effects
suggest that education has apositive effect on the conditional probability tore-migrate.
Furthermore, the study by Ramos (1992) found that Puerto Ricans who return toPuerto Rico tend
to be more skilled thanthosewhoremain on theU.S. mainland. We expect to be negative.
Because poor English proficiency is adisadvantage for work on the U.S. mainland, we e?q)ect
to be positive. Individuals having work disability status are less likely tomigrate, and we
expected p^ to be positive.
We assume thata higher predicted job growth rate and/or lower predicted unemployment
rate is a more attractive labor market for localworkers. Therefore,we expect 0, p^ < 0, Ps
> 0, and >6^ < 0. We expect a negative effect ofthe real minimumwage inPuerto Rico on the
hazard rate forre-migration. Furthermore, the minimum wage policy is one ofthereasons for
higher unemployment rates inPuerto Rico (Ramos 1992, and Castillo-Freeman and Freeman
1992). Reynolds and Gregory (1965) and Castillo-Freeman and Freeman (1992) also found that
theminimum wage resulted insubstantial employment loss. Thus, fortheminimum wage-
unemployment interaction variable RMINURi (ti), we expected thesign of tobepositive.
Table 4 reports sample mean values for theregressors. Sample means arederived for those
who re-migrated during 1980s and those who remdned ontheU.S. mainland at theend ofthe
study period (1990). There-migrating group consists ofcompleted and adjusted left-censored
spells, whilethe groupremaining contains right- and bothright- and left-censored spells. Note
that the sample mean for variables of the re-migrating group is based on the yearwhenthe
individual re-migrated, but the mean for variables of thegroupremaining is calculated for 1990.
V. Empirical Results
The empirical hazardrate model without andwithheterogeneity effect is fittedby the
maximumlikelihoodmethod and reportedin Table 5. The dependent variable is the natural
logarithmofthe length of an individual'sworking spellon the U.S. mainland, measured in years.
The heterogeneity effect (0) is represented bygamma heterogeneity, giving a mixed model. In
the Weibull version ofthe hazard rate model, the coefficientvector p ofexplanatory variables is
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interpreted asthe constant proportional effect ofthecovariates onthe length ofa completed spell.
However, the marginal (proportional) effect of an explanatory variable on the hazard rate of re-
migration is in general - pjla. In Table 5, the signs ofthe estimated coefficients are as
expected acrossthe two specifications ofthe hazard ratemodel, and all the coefficients are
significantly different from zero at the 1percent significance level, except for the coefficient for
disability.
For the model without heterogeneity, the estimate for a is 1.623, and it is statistically
significantly different from one at the 1 percentsignificant level. This estimate implies a
decreasingmarginal effect of lengthof mainland employment durationon the hazard rate ofre-
migration. Other things being equal, as length oftime a Puerto Rican resides on the mainland
increases, his hazard rate for re-migration decreases. In Figure 2, part (a), the relationship
between the mainland spell duration and the predicted hazard rate of re-migration is graphed.
Explanatory variables are set equal to samplemeans values. This graph suggests the hazard rate
decreases exponentially with mainland residency.
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Table 5. TheHazardFunctionforRe-migration ofPuerto Rico-BomMaleHouseholders during















Intercept 59.178 (11.46) 58.701 (12.71)
AGE 0.140 (7.45) 0.028" 0.098 (4.67) 0.055''
AGESQ -0.219 (-9.44) -0.177 (-6.30)
ED -0.034 (-3.52) 0.021 -0.045 (-4.59) 0.048
ENG 2.202 (24.17) -1.357 2.215 (24.08) -2.351
DISAB 0.118 (1.29) -0.073 0.183 (1.76) -0.194
PJRUS 2.498 (15.35) -1,539 2.803 (19.24) -2.976
PURUS -0.614 (-10.37) 0.378 -0.863 (-13.83) 0.916







PRMIN -12.489 (-9.39) -0.584' -12.103 (-10.42) -2.092
PRMINUR 0.721 (8.75) 0.752 (10.30)
<j 1.623 (32.25) 0.942 (23.95)
0 1.984 (13.25)
Total Spells 12,108 12,108
"Evaluated at the sample meanofAGE, 42,295.
^Evaluated atthe sample mean ofPRMIN from 1980 to 1990,4.163.
Evaluated at.the sample mean of PURPRfrom 1980to 1990,18.636.
The hazardrate model withgamma heterogeneity givesa different picture. InFigure2, part
(b), the pattern ofthe predicted hazard rate ofre-migration for the mixture model' is graphed.
^Thevalue of <J cannot simply indicate thetime d^ndence ofthehazard ratein themixture model.
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The relationship is now an inverted U-shaped curve. The maximum hazard rate for re-migration
(0.8%) occurs when aPuerto Rico-bom man has worked on the U.S. mainland for 3.75 years.
Thereafter, the hazard-rate declines for additional duration on the mainland. The relationship in
part (b) ofFigure 2 is much more economically appealing than in part (a). The graph with
heterogeneity suggests that individuals who migrate tend to stay awhile on the mainland before
feeling a strong incentive to re-mi^ate. This provides time whereby they can capture returns on












The PredictedHazardRate ofRe-Migrationfor thePuerto Rico-BomMaleHouseholder,
Evaluated evaluatedat the sample means ofexplanatory variables.
The estimated parameter 6, measuring the effect of heterogeneity, is 1.984 and statistically
significantlydifferent from zero at the 1 percentsignificant level. Hence heterogeneityacross
individuals seems to exist in hazard and survivor functions. The inclusion ofgamma
heterogeneitytends to reduce the effectof age, age square, and the real minimumwage in Puerto
Rico, while it strengthens the effect of the other coefficients. We conclude that the model with
gamma heterogeneity performs better than the modelwithout heterogeneity.
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We focus theremainder ofthediscussion ofour empirical results for themodel with
heterogeneity. The quadratic effects ofAGE on the expected duration ofamainland spell or on
the hazard rate implies that the hazard rate for re-migration decreases as an individual gets older
up to 28 years ofage and thereafter it increases. Thus, when aPuerto Rican on the mainland is
less than 28 years ofage, the conditional probability ofreturn migration decreases with each
birthday, but when he is older, say ^ 28 years ofage, the probability ofreturn migration increases
with each birthday and becoming relatively large by age 60 (see figure 3).^ The quadratic
lifecycle effect is consistent with finite life affecting re-migration decisions (and with returning to
one's "roots" inretirement). The results are consistent with Tienda and Wilson (1992) and
Pissarides and Wadsworth (1989).
Increasing an individual's schooling by one year reduces by 4.5 percent the duration of
mainland working spells for Puerto Rico-bom males. This supports the prediction that
individuals with higher education are likely tomigrate because oftheir efficiency in acquiring
and processing information and with Ramos' (1992) finding that Puerto Ricans who return to
PuertoRico tend to be more skilled than thosewhoremain on theU.S. mainland andwith
Castillo-Freeman and Freeman's (1992) finding that for Puerto Rico-bom men, the economic
return to schooling inPuerto Rico is higher than ontheU.S. mainland.
®Because thesample mean ofeducation is 10.23 yean,theindividual byassumption began hisworking life onthe
U.S. mainianH when hewas 18years ofage. Hence, the spell duration can bederived asanmdividual's age minus
18. ^RRiimptinn, figure shows thatthe hazard rate achieves theminimum when heis29years old; then








TheSimulatedLife-Cycle Effect on the HazardRate ofRe-Migrationfor the Puerto Rico-Bom
Male Householder, Evaluated on EstimatedCoefficientsFrom Table5 with Gamma
Heterogeneity andSampleMeans Except Spell Duration andAge
An individuars English proficiency plays a significant role in return migration decisions for
Puerto Rico-bom men. It reduces the hazard-rate for re-migration. The spell duration on the
mainland for Puerto Rico-bom males with English proficiency is 2.22 times longer than for those
with poor English proficiency. This empirical result supports the hypothesis that English
proficiency is an important form ofhuman capital for working on the U.S. mainland.
The results suggest that that work disabilitylengthens the duration on the U.S. mainland by
about 18.3 percent. Its coefficient is significantlydifferent from zero only at the 10 percent
significance level. Overall, the resuks supports the prediction that individualswith disability are
less likely to make a second move.
The empirical results yield strong evidence for the effectoflabor market conditionson re-
migrationdecisions. Predictedjob growth rates provide a strongfactor in retum migration
decisions. The results showthat a 0.1 percentage point increase in the predicted U.S.mainland
job growth rate lengthens themainland spell duration by 28percent, while a similar increase of
thepredicted job growth rate forPuerto Rico reduces themainland spell duration by40 percent.
This supports theprediction thatpeople areattracted to high jobgrowth rate areas. The empirical
results showthat a 0.1 percentage point increase in thepredicted unemployment rate for theU.S.
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mainland reduces by about 9percent the duration ofthe mainland working spell. The
proportional effect ofthe predicted unemployment for Puerto Rico on the duration ofmainland
working spells ofPuerto Rico-bom males on the U.S. mainland is . When we
evaluate this effect at themean ofPRMIN from 1980 to 1990, which is4.163, the result is a one
percentage point increase in the predicted unemployment rate for Puerto Rico lengthens, the spell
duration by 3.9 percent. S^imilarly, the proportional effect ofthe real minimum wage in Puerto
Rico on the mainland spell duration is +p^^PURPR. At the mean ofPURPR from 1980 to
1990, which is 18.636, the results show that a 10 cents increase in the Puerto Rican real minimum
wage len^hens the mainland spell duration by to 19.7 percent. The estimate ofpn which is the
coefficient ofthe interaction variable forthePuerto Rican predicted unemployment rateandreal
minimumwage, ispositive. Given that the estimates ofP9and pio are negative, this interaction
effect has a moderating effect.
For each variable, its marginal effect on the hazard rate ofre-migration isopposite the sign
ofits marginal effect onthe length ofaworking spell on the mainland. The marginal
proportional effect ofeach explanatory variable on the hazard rate ofre-migration for Puerto
Rico-bom males arealso reported inTable 5, but they are notdiscussed fiirther.
VL Conclusion
This study has explored a largely new research area under the broad topic ofmigration—^re-
migration or returning to ones' birthplace after spending some time working inanother region. In
particular, the study examined there-migration decisions ofPuerto Rico-bom males who
migrated to theU.S. mainland and then returned toPuerto Rico. We showed that thehazard rate
model was a useful tool for thisempirical analysis. Although we included major personal
attributes and U.S. and Puerto Rican labor market variables in the hazard rate model, unmeasured
heterogeneity effects were shown to besignificant and to lead to somewhat different results than
a model without heterogeneity. In particular, the implication for the effect of an individual's age
onthe length of a mainland employment spell are quite different. The hazard rate model with
heterogeneity gives the intuitively appealing result that theeffect ofan individual's age onhis
probability ofre-migration is lowand decreasing up to 28years and it is increasing afterage29
andbecomesrelatively largeby age 60. Thispattern is consistent withmigration and re-
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migration being human capital investment decisions which are strongly affected by an
individual's finite work life (and with returning to one's roots in retirement). The model without
heterogeneity gives the highest probability ofre-migratibn during the first year on the mainland.
This pattern is largely inconsistent with amotive ofmainland migration for work.
Althoughwe have chosen to fit the model to data for individuals who are moving as citizens
from one region to another, the U.S. mainland and Puerto Rico have different languages and
different cultures and amove between Puerto Rico and the mainland requires a significant
resource investment. Thus, we believe that our results are generalizable toother re-migration
situations where individuals are moving across country boundaries. In particular, our results
seem easily generalizable to explain re-migration ofother individuals from the U.S. mainland,
e.g., Mexicans and Central Americans who have migrated to the U.S. for work.
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Appendix A
The time dependent hazard model requires that all working spells be either completed or
right-censored to construct the true likelihood function. Unfortunately, our data drawn from the
PUMS for Puerto Rico and for the U.S. do not provide enough information tocomplete spells for
some individuals. There exist 2,111 left-censored spells inour data set. There isno standard
approach to deal with left-censored problem. Therefore, the expedient we use to overcome the
left-censored problem is to predict the starting year ofthe left-censored spells, based on all
completed or right-censored spells. Because there exists anon-random selection, Heckman's
procedure (Heckman 1979) will be used to correct for possible selection bias. However, ifwe tiy
to predict the length of spells directly, i.e., treat spells or natural logarithm ofspells to be the
dependent variable, two potential problems arise. First, Heckman's procedure requires the
duration (or natural logarithm ofduration) ofspells to be distributed normally, but we already
assumed that completed duration T'is afamily oftwo-parameterWeibull distribution in the time
dependent hazard model. Hence, some conflicts occur because we have inconsistent assumptions
about the distribution ofcompleted duration. Secondly, the natural logarithm ofcompleted
duration is the dependent variable in the time dependent hazard model. Ifwe predict the length
ofduration based ona set ofexogenous variables and use this predicted length ofduration asthe
dependent variable for left-censored observations, ML estimates for hazard rate models using
some ofthesame exogenous variables included in predicting the length ofduration might
overestimate the contribution of exogenous variables used inthe first stage predictions.
Alternatively, we try to predict the individual's age when he began working on the U.S. mainland,
based ona setofexogenous variables. This variable can uniquely identify thestarting year of
mainland working spells forall individuals; more importantly, it does not have the above two
problems.
We have 808 left-censored spells inthePuerto Rico sample and 375 both right- and left-
censored spells intheU.S. sample. Hence, there are 1,285 spells ofunknown length outofa total
of 12,108 spells to bepredicted. Since ourdata come from two different population, wewill
predict theunknown spells separately. ForthePuerto Rico sample, there are808 outof2,544
left-censored spells whichneeda prediction of startmg-age ofworking spells; hence, a 68.24-
percent sample will beused to fit thepredicting equation. We first fit a binary probit model.
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based on anormality assumption, to explain whether aPuerto Rico-bom males worked on the
U.S. mainland more than 10 years (left-censored spells in the Puerto Rican sample are those
people who worked in the U.S. mainland more than 10 years.) with dependent variable equal to 1
ifpeople had worked on the U.S. mainland more than 10 years, and 0otherwise. Explanatory
variables contain personal characteristics and local characteristics. The detailed variable
definition used in the probit model and the fitted equation are reported in TableA1.
Our purpose is to fit amultiple regression model in order to predict an individual's age when
he began working on the U.S. mainland, based on aset of explanatory variables. However, the
sample we can use to estimate the corresponding parameters only consists ofcompleted spells. It
seems likely that non-random selection bias exists. Based onHeckman's procedure, we can
construct the non-random selection bias correction, known as the inverse ofMill's ratio, fi-om the
above fitted probit model. In other words, by using the sample ofcompleted spells, we regress
the natural logarithm ofan individuals' starting-age for amainland working spells on aset of
explanatory variables including the inverse Mill's ratio to generate consistent estimates ofthis
equation's parameters. The fitted equations can be found in Table A2. Then, we predict the
starting-age for an individual's mainland working spells for those persons with left-censored
spells, based on the multiple regression model (excluding the inverse ofMill's ratio) fitted fi-om
the sample of completed spells.
Finally, the length ofmigration or mainland working spells for individuals with left-
censored spells can be derived as the ending-age ofa spell minus the predicted starting-age.
Nevertheless, we only use these predicted spell lengths when they are necessary. In other words,
when predicted durations are less than 10 years, the corresponding spells used in the time
dependent hazard model are 10 years instead ofthe predicted duration; moreover, even though
the predicted durations are greater than 10 years, they need adjustment (ifit is necessary) to
satisfy the restriction that a individual is able toperform a full time job only if he is over 18 years
ofage and has completed his education.
Similar procedures are applied tothe U.S. sample. There are 375 unknown migration spells
out of9,574, i.e., a 96.1-percent sample isused tofit the predicting equation. The only difference
between Puerto Rico and U.S. sample missing data problems isthat the binary probit model tries
toexplain whether aPuerto Rico-bom men worked on the U.S. mainland more th^ 40 years with
dependent variable equal to land 0otherwise. This isbecause left-censored spells inthe U.S.
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sample arise only in individuals who have lived in the U.S. mainland more than 40 years.
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Table A 1 Variable Definition
Variables Definition




ED Highest grade of school completed.
ED' ED'/IOO.
ENG 1ifrespondent reported speaking English well orvery well; 0 otherwise.
EDENG Interaction ofED and ENG
DISAB 1ifrespondent reported ahealth condition that limited the kind ofwork or
amount ofwork he would do; 0 otherwise.
RACE 1 ifwhite; 0 otherwise.
PUSEM Predicted jobgrowth rates for theU.S. mainland.
PUSUN Predicted unemployment rates fortheU.S. mainland.
PPREM Predictedjob growth ratesforPuertoRico.
PPRUN Predicted unemployment rates for Puerto Rico.
PRMIN Realminimumwages inPuerto Rico in 1990 dollars.
PRMINUN Interaction ofPPRUN and PRMIN.
RUSEM Residual of job growth rates fortheU.S. mainland.
RUSUN Residual ofunemployment rates for theU.S. mainland.
RPREM Residual ofjob growth ratesfor PuertoRico.





TableA2 EstimatedCoefficients ofBinaryProbitforMainland Work andRegressionModelforstarting
{t-value are in parentheses).age
Puerto Rico Sample U.S. Sample
Covariates Probit Model" Regression Model ^ Probit Model" Regression Model ^
INTERCEPT -53.381*** 6.560*** 2795.617***
-4.435***














ED 0.059** -0.019*** 0.146*** -0.039***
(2.10) (-6.19) (3.96) (-21.39)
ED^ -0.559*** 0.123***
-0.961*** 0.213***
(-3.20) (7.21) (-4.33) (22.01)
ENG 1.142*** -0.732*** 0.284 -0.072***
(6.69) (-29.70) (1.33) (-5.38)
EDENG -0.055*** 0.047*** 0.018 0.001
(-2.96) (22.03) (0.62) (0.47)
DISAB 0.133* -0.035*** -0.047 0.072***
















































"The dependentvariable is the dummy variablewiththevalueequaltol if PuertoRico
U.S. mainland more than 10 (40) years in the PuertoRico (U.S.) sample;0 otherwise.
^The dq>endent variable isttie Natural Logarithm ofthe Starting-age ofa spell.
* P-value <0.1, **P-value<0.05, ♦♦♦P-value<0.01.
-bom males worked on the
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